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Abstract. Damages inside of wooden construction components (e.g. interior rot) or
at inaccessible surfaces represent a special problem, since they are difficult to
recognize from the outside, they can even cause a sudden failure of the component.
As a result the research, it could be proved that ultrasonic echo technique can be
used on wood both with longitudinal and transverse waves. Further more the
different influences of the wood fibres on the sound velocity of the longitudinal and
transverse waves is pointed out on the basis results of measurements. The efficiency
of the ultrasonic echo technique is shown on wooden specimens.
The combination of ultrasonic echo technique and radiography resulted in a very
substantial reduction of possible misinterpretations of damage.
There it is possible to detect the damage from the undamaged side of the specimen
by ultrasound echo. The spread of the damage can be obtained with mobile x-ray
mesurements. Finally the results show, that ultrasonic methoda are more sensitive
for starting decay and cracks parallel to the surface.

Introduction
Wood is a frequently used building material in historic as well as in contemporary
constructions. Though wood has to withstand harsh environmental conditions its life cycle
can be very long. On the other hand, particular problems arise from internal damages like
interior rot, which is difficult to recognise from the outside but destabilises constructions
considerably.
In order to detect this kind of damage, a number of low and non destructive
techniques have been introduced. As low destructive techniques, the drill- resistance and
the core extraction are typical ones [1], [2], [3].
However, well known disadvantages of these methods are the poor yield of
information on one hand and causing additional damages on the other hand. Only damages
located at the probing site can be detected while others will be ignored when drilling just a
few holes of 3 mm in diameter. Moreover, large constructions may require numerous
measurements that could turn out to be quite time consuming.
Typical non-destructive techniques to detect cavities within the wood are
radiographic inspections, usually with X-rays, and ultrasound transmission technique [2],
[4], [5], [6], [7]. As being non-destructive, these methods permit repeated tests covering the
entire volume of a specimen, if required, e.g. to check the integrity at different time
intervals. Most of the non-destructive methods are based on the principle of transmission,
requiring that both sides of the specimen are accessible. In contrast, ultrasound echo
technique only needs access to one side.
As compared to non-destructive testing of concrete elements, low frequency
ultrasonic echo techniques (80 to 200 kHz) have already been used, (e.g. for thickness
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measurement or for the localisation of compaction faults, reinforcement rebars and tendon
ducts [8]).
Experiments with both, ultrasonic echo technique and x-ray, have been performed
with one and the same wooden test specimen at the Federal Institute for Materials Research
and Testing (BAM). The advantage of combining these two NDT- techniques, ultrasound
and x-ray, will be demonstrated here.
1. Experimental Procedure
The ultrasonic echo technique is based on the reflection of the acoustic waves on material
inhomogenities like back wall of the specimen or at any other interfaces.
With this technique it is possible to get indirect information about the condition of
the construction unit or internal damage from the received signals. The relative results of
measurements can be calibrated by well-known dimensions of the construction or by
drilling resistance. The small density of wood (ρpine<<ρconcrete<<ρsteel) is caused by a high
cavity density, which demand probes with high intensity and low-frequency (50-200 kHz).
A low frequency results in a small attenuation of the signal; however, it has a large
wavelength which is combined with a larger minimum size of the still detectable error.
The experiments were carried out with longitudinal waves and transverse waves.
The longitudinal wave transducers were coupled by Vaseline, ultrasonic gel and glycerine.
Here the centre frequency was optimised 100 kHz. The transverse wave transducers don`t
need coupling agent, since they are coupling by point contact and the centre frequency was
optimised at 55 kHz. Because of this practical use here most shown results were made with
transverse waves without coupling media.
The experimental set-up consists of a function generator to generate the signal, a
preamplifier and a amplifier, a transducer and a PC for the data equalisation. For the
measurements longitudinal and transverse waves were used. The probes were excited by a
programmed RC2-impuls with different centre frequency.

Figure 1. left: Broadband longitudinal probe from
Krautkrämer with an centre frequency of 200 kHz.
G 0,2GC 34 (Diameter 45mm, hight 100mm),
right: Broadband transverse probe from ACSYS with an
centre frequency of 55 kHz. A1220 [12]
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2. Results
2.1 Anisotropy of wood
For the understanding of propagation of ultrasonic waves in wood it is essential to keep in
mind that wood is a anisotropic material, which means that differences exist between three
different directions – in fibre direction (axial), perpendicular to fibre (radial) and tangential
to fibre. In addition to the dependence of the acoustic velocity to the direction within the
wood, attenuation is considerably high due to the high content of air in wood, which means
powerful low frequency transmitters are necessary.
Basic experiments for verifying the anisotropy of velocity of longitudinal waves
show that the velocity increases from tangential to radial up to axial wood direction [9].
This well-known effect doesn’t agree at all with results of tests with transverse
waves e.g. at pine.. In this case no significant variations of the velocities were found
corresponding to the different wood directions.
One reason could be that wood is an axial isotropic medium with respect to
transversal waves as they oscillate in direction of fibre where there is no influence of the
annual rings [9, 13].
2.2 Ultrasound Echo technique
The transmission technique reveals the transit time of the transmitted pulse in the range of
30-200 kHz through the specimen. It is however difficult to locate the position of damage
within the specimen, as the transit time resulting from damage close to the surface can be
identical to the transit time resulting from deeper damage [10]. In wood it also can be
difficult to distinguish between a single large knot or a cluster of small ones.
The echo technique allows the direct localization of a reflector, like a back wall or
an inhomogenity. After many tests made at BAM it can be assumed that a clear echo from
the back wall shows that the specimen is free of defects.
An echo with a short transit time among a series of echo with long transit time can
be caused by a defect. If the velocity of the material and dimensions of the specimen are
known, the defect can be located. To obtain an acceptable echo, broad band transducers
with addapted damping element in the transducer and short signals are necessary. Also the
fact, that the back wall echo is shadowed can indicate inhomogenities or defects.
Ultrasonic echo results are mostly represented as A-scans or B-scans. An A-scan
(Figure 2 right) shows the intensityx versus time, in low frequency range often the HF-data
are represented instead of rectified curves. A B-scan (Figure 2 left) is a composite of a
number of A-scans. It is a two-dimensional cross section through the specimen and shows
depth distribution of the reflection intensity along the axis. When the measured transit time
is multiplied with the known velocity of the sound wave in the material, the depth axis can
be calibrated. So a B-scan shows directly the position of in homogenities.
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Figure 2. Result of an echo measurement along undamaged specimen R (pine),
left as an B-scan, right as an A-scan (c Trans= 1,4km/s)

In further experiments the measuring parameters for shear waves were optimised [9], e.g. a
frequency of 55 kHz (wavelength = 2.5 cm) and the puls form as well as choosing
polarisation direction parallel to the fibres.
Together with the received echo signals also signals with a very short transit time were
received, which are caused by surfacewaves.
3. Combination of the ultrasonic echo and x-ray measurements
At a wooden beam from a tenement in Berlin (figure 3) the combined application of the
ultrasonic echo technique with transverse and longitudinal waves as well as x-ray
measurements with a flash tube were accomplished. Up to some discolorations no damage
was visible and the damage of the wooden beam was discovered by uncovering in the
course of a repair of other elements.

Figure 3. Diagonal view sample test specimen BER1 from above (15.5 cm x 12.5 cm x 75 cm), arrow shows
direction of the ulrrasonic measurements

3.1 Ultrasonic measurement
Primary the ultrasonic echo measurements with the point contact probe were carried out
because no couple media are necessary for coupling and the probes can be used at rough
specimen.
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The result of a measurement along the upper surface of specimen BER1 is shown in
figure 4. There the clear echos can be seen of both, the area of the reduced thickness and
the backwall. An additional echo (arrow) can be assigned to a branch. After about 40 cm
the signals from the backwall are shadowed which is a indicator of a damage.

Figure 4. Result of measurement with transversalwaves at specimen BER1 (f = 55 kHz)

For further measurements with cylindrical longitudinal wave probes, it was necessary to
plane the test specimen in order to get a smooth surface.
The result of the measurement with longitudinal waves (100 kHz) is shown in
figure 5.

Figure 5. Result of measurement with longitudinal wave at specimen BER1 (f = 100 kHz, and RC2-Puls),
clear echo at shrinkage crack and small echoes of construction unit rear wall (v = 1.63 km/s)

Here first a continuous echo is noticeable with a echo propagation time of approximately 80
µs, which can be assigned to a drying crack in the depth of 6.2 cm. During exact view
echoes of the construction back wall (D = 12.5 cm) with a running time of 155 µs and on
the left the echoes of the less thickness (D = 9.5 cm) with 115 µs are visible. The echo of
the back wall is in large parts of the measurement.
Due to shadowed by the drying crack no statement could not be done about the
condition of the beam behind the drying crack. After 36 cm the echo of the drying crack is
also shadowed.
3.2 X-Ray measurement
After the ultrasonic measurements x-ray was used to analyse the area where the echo of the
backwall was shadowed.
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A flash tube XR200 (150 kV) and flat pannel were employed for the x-ray
inspection (figure 6). Details of the device can taken from referenc [11] in this volume.

Figure 6. X-ray flash tube with measurement setup with flat panal Figure 7. Radiograph of the aggrieved end
and flash tube with the test specimen BER1,
at test specimen BER1
scored line sahow areas of measurements

Figure 7 shows a radiograph (positive representation) of the sample test specimens BER1
with branches and cracks of the visually damaged range (figure 6 left). The result of the Xray measurement starting from the scored line in figure 6 is to be seen in figure 7 and in
figure 8 as high-pass-filtered image. The discoloured, i.e. already damaged range in the
radiographs is not represented, the two branches and the tears however are visibly evident
at the outside.
Only the intensive damage of the bar is clearly illustrated in figure 8 and figure 9,
because with small damages the contrasts are too low and could not be illustrated in such a
way.

Figure 8. Radiograph after high-pass filtering of
sample test specimen BER1 with branches and cracks

Figure 9. Radiograph after high-pass
filtering of sample test specimen BER1 with
branches and cracks

4. Conclusion
This study demonstrates that low frequency ultrasonic echo techniques can be used in a
complementary manner with both, longitudinal (100kHz) and transverse (55kHz) waves to
inspect wood. By this way, it is possible to detect the back walls of the specimens and
building elements as well as the inserted cavities inside the structures.
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In addition, coupling agents are essential for the cylindrical probes and not for the
point contact transducers.
The result of the ultrasonic inspection is predestined to locate suspected spots that
require further investigation, e.g. by the drill resitance method. Detailed tests may be only
necessary in areas with no or an unexpectedly early echo from the back wall, because this
can be a sign of damage. Furthermore, it is possible to check the thickness of a beam
without cracks even if the back wall is not accessible.
X-ray imaging shows that it is sufficient to use an easily portable X-ray flash tube to
analyse wood when combining with digital radiography. The advantage of this technologiy
is the availability of various image processing methods such as filtering and suppression of
noise that unravel further details within the complete image information which are not
visible at a single glance with limiting monitor settings. The comparison between ultrasonic
echo technique employing longitudinal waves and that one with transverse waves show that
the longitudinal waves are much more sensible to a crack than transverse waves.
When comparing the potential to detect cracks between ultrasound and X-ray it
becomes evident that the first method is sensitive to the ones parallel to the surface because
of the barrier character an the latter one to those perpendicularly aligned because of the
high material contrast in this direction.
As a consequence, a thorough inspection of wood on integrity may require more than a
single test method, preferably the combination of complementary technologies. While
probing methods such as drill resistance provides detailed information only from a single
spot others cover larger areas without any destructive invasion. Ultrasonic echoes are
capable to detect extended cracks and cavities that might be hardly visible in X-ray images
due to poor contrast differences. As mentioned before, it makes a difference if cracks are
positioned parallel or perpendicularly to the surface.
Flaws and damages may be not realised form the outside, particularly not in their
complete extend. They frequently become evident sometimes in the course of restoration
works, or if it is too late. Systematic non-destructive testing certainly contributes to
preserve wooden constructions, art works and thus cultural heritage.
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